seca 417

Light and stable measuring board for mobile use

- Simple operation for quick mobile use.
- Folds up for space-saving storage.
- High-quality materials for long service life.
- Smooth surfaces for easy cleaning.
sec 417:
Heavy work made light.

The sec 417 measuring board is the mobile alternative to the sec 416 infantometer. Its fold-up mechanism and low weight make the sec 417 compact and lightweight for easy transport. It is simple to use and, thanks to its smooth surface, easy to clean. Durability and a long service life are guaranteed by high-quality materials.

Simple operation.
A hinge joins together the two parts of the sec 417 measuring board. It has an integrated head piece and a separate foot positioner that smoothly runs along the gently raised guide rail. For a precise measurement, all the user has to do is place the head of the child against the head piece, stretch out the legs and move the foot positioner to the soles of the feet.

Easy-to-read results.
The sec 417 stadiometer is ideal for mobile use. During regularly scheduled examinations, medical personnel check the nutritional condition and development of infants and toddlers. The process should go quickly, so it's important to be able to read results easily. The red markings and high-quality printing of the scale don't fade even after years of intense use.

Quick cleaning.
The smooth, rounded surfaces prevent bumps and jolts during measuring and make cleaning easy. The foot positioner can be removed to make the guide rails accessible for cleaning. The skin-friendly ABS plastic and the printed scale are impervious to all commercially available cleaning products and disinfectants.

Long service life.
The lightness of the measuring board is matched by the high quality of the folding mechanism, head piece and foot positioner. Special attention is paid to the choice of materials which can stand up to years of tough use without losing their shape. Additional protection is provided by the sec 412 carrier bag made of water-repellent lightweight nylon.

sec 417
Technical data

- Measuring range: 4 – 39" / 10 – 100 cm
- Graduation: 1/16" / 0.2 cm
- Dimensions, measurement board (WxHxD): 43.7 x 4.5 x 13.1" / 111 x 11.5 x 33.3 cm
- Dimensions, folded for transport (WxHxD): 22.7 x 4.5 x 13.1" / 57.7 x 11.5 x 33.3 cm
- Device weight: 3.5 lbs / 1.6 kg
- Optional: Carrying bag seca 414 and seca 412